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Headmaster’s Headlines

End of Term: On this the final day of the academic year I reprint and reiterate my message delivered 

on Speech Day to the whole school community.

Welcome to Speech Day 2021. 

School life and the lives of all of us in the school community continue to be adversely affected by the 

global pandemic in many ways but I wanted first today to just think about those positive 

developments that have happened since our last Speech Day. Indeed, the message in my brief speech 

today is all about our being positive and I think the positive way we have tacked the challenges posed 

to us by the pandemic is a great example of this. It has also been key to much of the academic and 

other success we celebrate here today.

Twelve months ago, I spoke to you all from this podium but instead you pupils being here in school 

listening to me you were all at home. In my speech, I said that having the technology in place and our 

small class sizes would not in themselves be enough for us to make a success of working remotely. We 

would have to pull together as a team in order to make that happen. And pull together we did. But it 

wasn’t easy, and if we thought that the first lockdown was hard, we hadn’t reckoned on what it would 

be like in the second one, coming as it did in the depths of winter when it wasn’t just so easy to go 

outside.

Indeed, it was during this second period of lockdown that many people struggled. Much has been said 

about the mental health of our young people over the last 16 months and the potential damage 

caused just by that isolation from our peers and friends alone. And if we have learned nothing else 

through all of this, it is that we are truly social animals: it is no coincidence that during the second 

term of this academic year we were to see a marked rise in the number of requests from our young 

people for professional counselling.  

One of the ways we remain positive, it turns out, is simply by being together. And, not just by seeking 

out and surrounding ourselves with positive people; but also by sharing our difficulties and by realising 

that we are often not the only one. A problem shared, and all that.

So, a positive strategy involves choosing to think and act positively in times of adversity and one 

simple way this can be promoted all of us using positive language and messaging. Of course, as a 

Round Square school we already know this. Round Square schools are all about character education 

and, surely, if there was ever a time that character education was needed it is now. Round Square is 

collaborating with the University of Cambridge and the University of Harvard on a project to study 

character education in schools and to measure the impact of that character education has on 

outcomes, not just in school, but in later life.

Every classroom in this school has, somewhere on the wall, those six pillars or Round Square IDEALS 

of Internationalism, Democracy, Environment, Leadership and Service. But the IDEALS are 

big words and big ideas, Aspirations, rather that Outcomes; they are Aims rather than Objectives. 

So, today I want to just mention the twelve Discoveries that flow from those IDEALS: 



Courage, Tenacity, Compassion, Inventiveness, Problem solving, Inquisitiveness, Self-

awareness, Responsibility, Diversity, Sustainability, Communication skills and Team-

work.

You can see right away that the Discoveries are indeed much more deliverable and measurable than 

the IDEALS. These twelve words represent the Values, Skills and Competencies that we as a school 

want to impart, demonstrate and to exemplify to our children and young people both inside and out 

of the classroom.  

One early finding of the Cambridge/Harvard study is that just by introducing these terms into the 

vocabulary of our children and young people can have a positive effect, so by having them on the 

classroom walls and by routinely referring to them is important. 

But we want to go further than that: to embed them into the whole school curriculum and to that 

end this is already a priority on our school development plan. Teachers have already been busy 

signposting and revising all of our schemes of work and programmes of study in readiness for the 

start of term in September. And in addition to the Discoveries being taught and promoted through 

every subject, you will have begun to see these words appearing more often in your child’s school 

reports, as we use praise to reinforce the positive mindset associated with these twelve important 

values and skills. 

Hopefully, this can form part of our great reset, but I wanted also to say something to you about 

our other hopes for next term. It is likely that at least some of our overseas boarders will still have 

return to school in mid-August for a quarantine period before any day pupils return, but we also 

hope that there can be a more normal return to school at the start of term and that we are able to 

get back to having everyone together in the same place and doing the kinds of thigs that help 

promote that important positivity and well-being and sense of community in our school. To that end, 

we hope to have some kind of event early in the term that might bring us all together. However, I 

know I’ve used the word hope a lot there... 

Finally, and in the spirit of positivity, I congratulate our whole school community on what was a 

highly successful year. To our pupils, I am proud of each and every one of you and of how you have 

coped with everything that has been thrown at you throughout this testing time. And speaking of 

testing, to those taking public examinations, those GCSE and A Level grades you receive in August, 

like the prizes received today, will have been very hard won.

To the parents, thank you for your patience, help and support and for stepping up and supporting 

not just your children, but the school when it was most needed.

And to our teachers, last year I said that I was in awe of what you had managed to achieve in the 

summer term but to push through this year as well as you did was indeed truly awesome, and it is 

my great privilege to lead you. 

So to everyone, have a great summer break and I look forward to seeing you all back in school at 

the start of term as we welcome another brand new intake of Rockportians.

George Vance

Headmaster



General News

Summer 2021 External Examination Results

This year, as you will be aware, GCSE, AS, A Level and BTEC results will be available much earlier 

than usual. The following dates apply:

A2, AS and BTEC results Tuesday 10th August from 0930

GCSE results Thursday 12th August from 0930

As in previous years, we will ensure that student results are available for collection (in person) from 

0930 or via the telephone, where students will be asked a security question in order to identify 

themselves. If students are arriving in person to school to collect results, please collect from the 

table which will be set up on the Front Lawn. 

Post-results services are available if students feel that they have grounds to appeal their results. The 

Post Results Services Policy and the Centre Designated Grades Policy have now been published on 

our website, which outlines the process in place this year to award grades. 

Finally, it remains for me to say, a huge well done to all of our GCSE, AS, A Level and BTEC 

students who have gone through an even more arduous process than ever; months of ongoing 

assessment and provision of robust evidence have been required in order to award these grades 

and the resilience and tenacity of our students have been exemplary in every single case. We are 

proud of each and every single one of you and wish you all the very best as you move on to the 

next step in your academic studies. 

Mrs Rhonda D. Palmer

Deputy Head

Congratulations

In a very challenging year, many congratulations must go to Anna Thomson who has achieved her 

grade 8 singing exam, passing with a very high merit score.

Catherine Hunter

https://f92220c6-510c-4a72-bcd6-5d6ce15f7edc.filesusr.com/ugd/0767d1_1980c2391f5342d6aadbac1428d29727.pdf
https://f92220c6-510c-4a72-bcd6-5d6ce15f7edc.filesusr.com/ugd/0767d1_5140d38201e14912a2a3ab7c5700e6ba.pdf


The Junior Dramatic Society 2021 presents ‘Peter Pan’ 

The Upper Juniors had a busy summer term rehearsing towards their JDS production of Peter Pan. 

We, as staff, have been so impressed with our students and their commitment to the show. The pupils 

each took the time to learn their lines, rehearse the songs and memorise stage directions. There are 

certainly some future stars of the stage and screen in our department! 

A huge thank you to both Miss Carr, for bringing our songs to life, and to Mr Hamilton for recording 

and editing our performance. 

I hope you all enjoyed watching our show at home and we cannot wait to welcome back a live parent 

audience next year!

Mrs R Johnston

JDS 2021 ‘Peter Pan’

Peter Pan was one of our best shows yet! Even though the parents could not see it live this year we 

were happy to put on a show for Early Years. Mrs Johnston, Miss Carr and Sixth Form students helped 

us put on this show and we want to give a big thank you to them! Even though we had a scaled back 

production that didn’t matter. What matters are the people who act and tell us the story.

We had so much fun doing this play and singing the songs. It was a great challenge to learn all the 

lines! 

We are excited already for JDS next year! 

Eva Rose Moleon R7 



Farewell to our Year 14

This school year has been difficult for many, especially for those facing examinations. I would like to 

say how proud I am of our current Sixth Form group for showing strength of character and resilience 

when faced with such uncertainty.

I wish each of our Year 14 group every success in their future careers and hope they will continue to 

stay in touch. I know I speak for all of the A Level teachers when I say this group of pupils will be 

greatly missed in all areas of the school.

Year 13

I wish our Year 13 a safe and restful summer break and look forward to seeing you all back in school 

on Thursday 2nd September.

Mrs H McBride 

Head of Sixth Form



Today we said a tearful goodbye to Mrs Noel. What an incredibly special lady! She has poured so 

much love, dedication and creativity into our Early Years Department over the last 30 years – and 

her legacy will remain for years to come.

Thank you Mrs Noel! You will be sorely missed. Wishing you every happiness in your retirement.

Lots of love from ALL your colleagues and pupils in the Early Years Department (past and present)

Lynn Athanasiou

Head of Early Years


